
Risk & Compliance
Email Information Security

Stop Confidential Information from Getting Emailed to 

Unintended Recipients

SendGuard is used by Fortune 500 companies, multi-national law and financial

firms, and companies in other sectors working with confidential information to

manage email risk and compliance.

WHAT WE OFFER

Businesses need to comply with national,

international, data-privacy and, where

applicable, industry-specific regulations.

These laws include GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, FINRA,

POPIA, PEPIDA.

Unfortunately, it is too easy to accidentally send

emails to the wrong people in Microsoft Outlook.

Outlook “features” like Auto-Complete and Reply-

All make these mistakes too easy.

SendGuard works inside Microsoft Outlook

(Desktop, M365 OWA, and MAC) gets users to

confirm recipients and attachments before emails

are sent out.

It can also detect and warn or block potentially

sensitive, confidential or non-compliant emails.

SendGuard can also be configured to carry out

additional checks important to your business.



Confirm Recipients and Attachments before Sending Emails

Get Users to confirm both attachments and recipients before emails are sent.

Setup filters to control if the prompt is displayed for all emails or external emails

only. External emails are color-coded for immediate identification.

Define Your Own Checks/Actions on Outgoing Emails

Use the SendRules engine to define your own Checks and Actions on outgoing 

emails. Quickly define IF/THEN conditions with an easy-to-configure interface.

Detect, Confirm or Block Sensitive/Inappropriate Content

Set DLP Rules to detect sensitive (Social Security Numbers, Credit Cards etc.) or

inappropriate information (profanities etc.). Configure DLP to either get

confirmation or block sending.

www.standss.com/sendguard 

Please contact us at: sales@standss.com

Include your phone number (if possible) and our team will contact you to give 

you more information, arrange a demo and/or setup a trial.

You can also find additional information at our website.

Why SendGuard?

Prevent Accidental 

Data Disclosure

Improve Compliance

Reduce Risk

Improve Security 

Awareness

Key Benefits

Centralized Deployment, Configuration and Management

Configure, lockdown, deploy and manage settings using GPO, Microsoft 365 

(Exchange) Admin Center or your preferred deployment tool.

Supported on Outlook Classic, New Outlook, Windows, 

Mac and Microsoft 365 OWA 

Users have to confirm 

recipients and attachments 

before emails are sent out

Automatically detect and 

warn/block non-compliant 

emails

Show that you have taken the 

necessary steps to reduce 

human errors

Link directly to your 

organization’s email security 

policies

Unsend Emails even after clicking Send

Automatically delay (non-urgent) emails for a minute to allow "recall" of sent 

emails.

Keep Logs for Additional Protection and Audit Trail

SendGuard can also be configured to keep a log of any emails that users choose 

to send after a prompt is displayed.

SendGuard works on Outlook Desktop and Microsoft 365 (Outlook for Windows,

OWA, MAC and will support Outlook on Mobile once Microsoft opens the required

interface). It is also fully supported on the New Outlook.

https://www.standss.com/sendguard/?utm_source=customerflyer&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=CSP_Marketing
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